
CASE STUDY: FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT
DOVER HOUSE, WHITEHALL, LONDON

OVERVIEW
Dover House is a Grade I listed building. It was designed 
by James Paine and constructed between 1755 and 1758 
originally for use as a private accommodation for the MP 
of Portsmouth, Sir Matthew Featherstonehaugh. It passed 
between several dignitaries over the intermediate years until 
the Crown resumed possession in 1885, it now being the 
London Headquarters for the Secretary of State for Scotland. 

AIMS
To maintain limited intervention with the building fabric and 
to ensure through active signage and achievable management 
processes that there was sufficient robustness in the finished 
escape strategy.
Dover house is currently undergoing a level of refurbishment and 
possible partial occupation by the UK Government and it was 
required to set the basis for means of escape from the property. 
Although comparatively small, this multi-storey (basement, 
ground plus three upper levels) building supported a complex 
arrangement of stairs, rooms and exits. With its high level of 
historic importance to the culture of Britain, the fabric of the 
building could not be changed and so it was necessary to adopt 
the benefits of form and geometry of the structure to ensure 
adequate escape for the building occupants in the event of a fire. 

REQUIRED SKILLS
• Knowledge of historic properties to generate understanding 
 of fire growth and spread
• Understanding the key challenges within historic properties
• Knowledge of the balance between management of 
 evacuations and the benefits of passive fire protection 
• Demonstrate a practical way of determining occupant safety. Section through centre, looking north

APPOINTMENT:  
Fire Risk Assessment, Strategy, 
Computational Fluid Dynamics

CLIENT:  
White Young Green

KEY FEATURES:  
Grade I listed
Bespoke arrangement of evacuation
Use of dynamic escape signage
Required site visits to assess inherent 
performance of existing structure.

OUTCOME
By surveying the building and assessing the essential inherent 
fire performance of the existing fabric, it was clear that the 
building could be easily split to ensure that occupants could move 
quickly to safe areas whilst continually making their escape. The 
escape arrangements put forward included dynamic signage 
and were necessarily bespoke, arranged solely on the building 
arrangement, with supporting discussion to detail justification 
for the process.
This was successfully completed project that enabled minimal 
amounts of building work yet maintained appropriate levels of 
safety to all building occupants.


